Introduction
============

Gastric cancer (GC) is the fifth most common malignancy and the third leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide, with an especially high incidence in East Asia [@B1]-[@B3]. Currently, patients with resectable locally advanced tumors have high rates of postsurgical recurrence and a dismal prognosis, which has prompted efforts to improve outcomes via chemotherapy and radiation [@B4]-[@B7].

The landmark Intergroup 0116 trial demonstrated that adjuvant radiotherapy (ART) combined with fluorouracil/leucovorin provided significant disease-free survival and overall survival (OS) benefits for patients with resected locally advanced GC compared with surgery alone. [@B4] Accordingly, for patients with locally advanced GC undergoing curative surgery, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines recommend adjuvant chemoradiotherapy as a standard treatment for patients with radically resected GC [@B8]. However, we lack effective risk-stratified tools to optimize the use of adjuvant chemoradiotherapy by improving survival probabilities in selected individuals and avoiding overtreatment in others. Although several good nomograms have been created to refine the survival prediction for patients with resected GC [@B9]-[@B11], none of them were tested the abilities to guide patient selection for adjuvant treatments.

In this study, we developed a nomogram to predict the 3- and 5-year OS with and without ART for patients with resected GC using a population-based cohort from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database. The aim of this study was to develop a practical clinical tool that could be used for individualized risk assessment and to guide individualized management decisions in the use of ART.

Patients and Methods
====================

Data sets
---------

Using the SEER database (18 registries), we identified 12,442 patients 18 years or older with GC that was diagnosed from January 2002, to December 2008. We selected this time range to reflect the contemporary practice of ART in the US because the results of the Intergroup 0116 trial, which is the landmark study for the use of ART, were published in September 2001 [@B4]. This time range also allowed for a longer median follow-up period to reflect the long-term survival in this cohort. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) microscopically confirmed single primary GC (ICD-O-3 codes: 8010-8231 and 8255-8576); (2) gastrectomy with at least one node harvested; and (3) active follow-up. Patients with carcinoma in situ (63 cases), distant metastasis or unknown status of metastasis (1,781 cases), preoperative radiotherapy, unknown radiation sequence with surgery, and non-beam radiation (271 cases) were excluded. Patients who survived \<6 months after their initial diagnosis (1,543 cases) were excluded to account for the immortal time bias. Stage information was created according to the 8^th^ American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) TNM classification, and those with insufficient information for conversion to 8^th^ AJCC staging were excluded (76 cases). Those with Stage IA tumors (1,516 cases) were excluded because of the rare use of ART among these patients. The final analytic SEER cohort consisted of 7,192 patients. No institutional review was sought because SEER is public-use data.

The data of 5,206 patients in the SEER cohort diagnosed from January 2002 to December 2006 in the SEER cohort were used as a training set for the development of a nomogram and accompanying Web software. The data of 1,986 patients diagnosed from January 2007, to December 2008, were used as validation data because the results of the MAGIC trial, which provided solid evidence for the use of perioperative chemotherapy as an alternative standard treatment without including irradiation in resected GC, were published in July 2006 [@B5]. The performance of the proposed nomogram in patients diagnosed after 2006 would clarify whether the nomogram is clinically useful under the contemporary treatment modality of GC.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

To infer missing data on variables in the SEER cohort (race, tumor location, size, and differentiation), we applied multiple imputations using missForest (**Supplementary Table [1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}**) [@B12].

We classified patients in the SEER cohort with the radiation code of "beam radiation" into the surgery+ART group (ART group) and those with the codes of "none" and "refused" into the non-ART group. Inverse probability propensity score weighting [@B13] was used to balance patient characteristics between the ART and non-ART groups in the training set and the validation set.

OS was the primary outcome of interest. Multivariate Cox regression models with robust sandwich variance estimators were used to assess the relationships between covariates and OS in the weighted samples [@B14]. Multivariable fractional polynomial interactions were used to handle the interactions of ART with continuous variables [@B15]. For model construction, we began with the receipt of ART, other accounted variables (patient age, year of diagnosis, race, tumor location, size, differentiation, T stage, and lymph node ratio [@B16] (LNR, ratio of positive to total examined nodes)), and their first-order interaction terms. The final Cox models were obtained using backward stepwise selection of the variables (*P*\<0.05).

A nomogram was developed to predict the 3- and 5-year OS probabilities, given the associated risk factors. Concordance indices (C-indices) were used to compare the discriminative abilities of the nomogram and 8^th^ AJCC TNM classification (i.e. the model including the 8^th^ AJCC T and N classifications). [@B17] Calibration was performed by reviewing the plots of nomogram-predicted survival probabilities with the Kaplan-Meier-estimated probabilities. [@B18] Bootstraps with 1,000 resamples were used to quantify model overfit and calculate Kaplan-Meier estimates. External validation of the nomogram was performed using the SEER validation set.

Statistical significance was set as *P*\<0.05 in a two-tailed test. The statistical analyses were performed using SAS v.9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA), SPSS v.19.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA), and R v.3.2.3 (<http://www.r-project.org>).

The statistical methods are further detailed in the **Supplementary Methods**.

Results
=======

The clinicopathologic characteristics for the training set (5,206 cases) and the validation set (1,986 cases) are listed in **Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**. The percentages of patients treated with ART were similar in the training set and the validation set (47.1% vs. 47.0%). Balance in the patient characteristics between the ART and non-ART groups was achieved after multiple imputations and inverse propensity score weighting among both datasets (**Supplementary Tables [2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}-3**). Kaplan-Meier OS estimates were 35.3% (95% confidence interval \[CI\]: 34.6-36.0%) and 38.2% (95% CI: 37.1-39.3%) in the training set and the validation set, respectively.

In the training set weighted by inverse propensity score, the final Cox model was obtained by stepwise backward selection (**Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}**). The only treatment interaction term retained in the final model was with LNR (*P~interaction~*\<0.01), suggesting that the effect size of ART varied according to LNR; that is, ART was significantly associated with a greater than 20% reduction of risk of death in patients with a higher LNR (LNR\>0.2, the median value), whereas OS was similar between the treatment groups in those with a lower LNR (LNR≤0.2; **Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**).

A nomogram to predict the 3- and 5-year OS was developed from the final model (**Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). The unadjusted C-index was 0.68 (95% CI, 0.67-0.69), which was superior to that of the 8^th^ AJCC TNM classification (0.65; 95% CI, 0.64-0.66; *P*\<0.01). The bootstrap-adjusted C-index remained at 0.68, which indicated minimal evidence of model overfit. The calibration plots showed close agreement between the actual OS probabilities in the patients in the training set and the OS predicted from the nomogram (**Supplementary Figures [1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}a and 1b**).

The C-index was 0.68 (95% CI, 0.67-0.69) when applied to the weighted SEER validation set. The nomogram showed significantly greater discriminatory power than the 8^th^ AJCC TNM classification in the validation set (C-index: 0.64; 95% CI, 0.63-0.65; *P*\<0.01). Calibration was consistent between the actual probabilities and the nomogram-predicted OS among the validation sets (**Supplementary Figures [1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}c-1d**).

In both the training set and the validation set, the nomogram-estimated survival benefit from ART was significantly predictive of the magnitude of improved OS among patients treated with ART (*P~interaction~*\<0.01 and *P~interaction~*=0.02, respectively). In both datasets, ART demonstrated no significant improvement of OS among patients with a lower estimated survival benefit (below or equal to the median values) compared with patients with a higher estimated survival benefit (above the median values), who saw an approximate 20%-30% reduction in the hazard of death (**Figures [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}a-[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}b**).

**Supplementary Figure [2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}** shows the Web software that predicts the 3- and 5-year OS probabilities with or without ART. These predictions can be calculated by entering clinicopathologic variables on the website, rather than drawing lines and adding up points in the nomogram.

Discussion
==========

Internationally, there is a goal toward better risk stratification and optimization of adjuvant treatment strategies for patients with resected GC. Subgroup analyses in phase III trials have suggested that the benefit from ART±chemotherapy may vary according to certain clinicopathologic factors (e.g., lymph node status, Lauren\'s type) [@B19], [@B20]. However, these findings are hypothesis-generating and require verification in future clinical trials [@B21]. Furthermore, important differences may exist between patients treated in the clinical trial setting and those treated in the general clinical practice, particularly regarding patient demographic characteristics and treatment quality. [@B22]-[@B24] Combined, there is a need for effective patient selection criteria for ART in the general clinical practice.

In this population-based study, we developed and validated a nomogram that was capable of providing individualized estimates of the potential survival benefit from ART. The efficacy of ART was positively correlated with the estimated benefits of ART; that is, the nomogram can aid individualized management decisions in the use of ART for GC. For example, a 70-year-old (38 points) Caucasian patient (7 points) with pT2 (13 points) poorly differentiated (7 points) lower one-third GC (4 points) who received ART following surgery with a total of 20 nodes harvested and 2 positive nodes (LNR, 0.1; 11 points) would have a corresponding 5-year OS of 57% (80 points). If this patient did not receive ART, the predicted 5-year OS would be 55% (86 points). For patients with estimates of survival benefit ≤4%, the efficacy of ART was minimal, and the use of ART might be dispensable in this patient.

Development of prognostic nomograms is currently a hot topic. A number of prognostic nomograms for patients with resected GC have been developed recently, with over 20 published between June 2016 and May 2017 [@B25]-[@B45]. However, few of the published nomograms have been tested the ability to optimize treatment strategies for patients with resected GC: In our previous study, we developed a nomogram which is capable of predicting the individual survival benefit of adjuvant 5-fluroracil plus oxaliplatin [@B46]; additionally, Jiang *et al.* developed two nomograms to provide individualized survival estimates for patients treated with and without adjuvant chemotherapy, respectively [@B25]. To the best of our knowledge, the present nomogram is the first one to provide guidance for the individualized use of ART, which is preferred in the US.

The current study has several strengths in terms of methodological approaches and clinical usefulness. Compared with Jiang\'s study [@B25], we adopted the multivariable fractional polynomial interaction model which is capable of deriving a unified prognostic nomogram instead of two nomograms for patients treated with and without adjuvant treatment, respectively. Additionally, we used LNR to refine the prognostic accuracy of lymph node staging. As demonstrated in our previous study, LNR is as powerful as and more simplified than the log odds of positive lymph nodes (LODDS) when included as a prognostic indicator in nomograms for patients with resected GC.[@B28] Moreover, as compared with the previous nomograms, almost all of which were derived from data of high-volume institutions, the current nomogram was developed using a US population-based cohort, which reflects the routine management of GC in the general US population and suggests the potential generalizability of the nomogram. Even though the SEER cohort represents the community standards, the magnitude of improved discrimination of the current nomogram over the TNM staging (ΔC-statistic, 0.03, and 0.04 in the training set and the validation set, respectively) compared favorably with the previous US nomograms (ranging from 0.01 to 0.03). [@B9], [@B47]-[@B50]

Although ART significantly improved survival in patients with high predictions of survival benefit, the outcomes in the ART arm were unsatisfactory, suggesting a room for improvement. Currently, the optimal modality of treatment in patients with resectable locally advanced GC remains unsettled. The ongoing TOPGEAR trial was designed to evaluate the efficacy of adding neoadjuvant chemoradiation to perioperative chemotherapy in patients undergoing curative surgery. [@B51] Additionally, in light of the positive results from the ToGA trial in advanced GC, [@B52] two ongoing phase II trials were conducted to assess the safety, tolerability and efficacy of the adding trastuzumab to chemo(radio)therapy in the neoadjuvant and adjuvant setting. [@B53], [@B54] The results of these trials will be valuable in improving the treatment modalities and survival outcomes in patients with locally advanced GC.

The present study has several limitations. First, SEER does not provide chemotherapy data. However, other US population-based data suggested that there were only small fractions of patients who received ART without chemotherapy (\<10%) or received chemotherapy without ART (10%-20%), regardless before and after 2006. [@B55], [@B56] Moreover, although there was solid evidence for the use of perioperative chemotherapy without irradiation after 2006, the proportions of patients receiving ART were similar before and after 2006 (**Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**).Taken together, these findings suggest that adjuvant chemoradiotherapy remains the mainstream in the adjuvant setting in the US while the use of chemotherapy alone without radiation is uncommon. Thus, we believe that the proposed nomogram actually predicts the survival benefit of adjuvant chemoradiotherapy over surgery alone. More importantly, the proposed nomogram retained sufficient discriminatory power and accurate calibration for the patients diagnosed after 2006. Second, other unavailable factors such as marginal status, medical comorbidities and performance status may also influence the overall results. These additional factors should be taken into account when evaluating the use of ART. Finally, further validation of the nomogram using non-US cohorts is required.

In summary, we developed and validated a nomogram to predict the 3- and 5-year OS with and without ART among patients with resected GC. We also developed accompanying Web software to facilitate the use of the nomogram without cumbersome procedures. The proposed nomogram and Web software, which uses readily available clinicopathologic factors, will be clinically useful to patients and clinicians when evaluating adjuvant treatment options.
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![Hazard ratio comparing overall survival (OS) between the adjuvant radiotherapy (ART) group and the non-ART group in the training set according to the lymph node ratio (LNR). Patients were stratified based on the quartiles of LNR. (\*) Weighted by inverse propensity score.](jcav08p3498g001){#F1}

![Nomogram for predicting 3- and 5-year overall survival (OS) in patients with resected gastric cancer. The nomogram is generated by adding the points projected on the points scale by each variable. The total points projected on the bottom scales indicate the estimated 3- and 5-year OS probabilities. For the lymph node ratio (LNR) scales, the points assigned are based on whether the patient received adjuvant radiotherapy (ART). For example, if a patient received ART and had an LNR of 0, then 0 points are given for the LNR scales. By contrast, if a patient did not receive ART and had an LNR of 0.4, then 49 points are given for the LNR scales.](jcav08p3498g002){#F2}

![Hazard ratio comparing overall survival (OS) between the adjuvant radiotherapy (ART) group and the non-ART group according to the nomogram-estimated survival benefit from ART. The estimated survival benefit of ART was calculated as the difference in the nomogram-predicted 5-year OS rates between the ART and non-ART groups. Patients were stratified based on the quartiles of the estimated survival benefit of ART. In both the training set (a) and the validation set (b), the nomogram-estimated survival benefit from ART was positively associated with the magnitude of improved OS among patients treated with ART. (\*) Weighted by inverse propensity score.](jcav08p3498g003){#F3}

###### 

Patient characteristics of the training set and the SEER validation set

  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Variable\                           Training set (N=5,206)   Validation set(N=1,986)
  ----------------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------
  Year of diagnosis                                            

  2002-2004                           3,251 (62.5)             \-

  2005-2006                           1,955 (37.5)             \-

  2007-2008                           \-                       1,986 (100)

  Age, years                          65.1 (13.4)              64.6 (13.5)

  Race                                                         

  White                               3,501 (67.2)             1,292 (65.1)

  Black                               677 (13.0)               267 (13.4)

  Other                               1,018 (19.6)             425 (21.4)

  Unknown                             10 (0.2)                 2 (1.0)

  Gender                                                       

  Female                              1,979 (38.0)             731 (36.8)

  Male                                3,227 (62.0)             1,255 (63.2)

  Tumor location                                               

  Cardia                              1,417 (27.2)             567 (28.5)

  Upper one-third                     143 (2.7)                164 (8.3)

  Middle one-third                    379 (7.3)                60 (3.0)

  Lower one-third                     1,565 (30.1)             598 (30.1)

  Not specified                       1,702 (32.7)             597 (30.1)

  Tumor size, cm                      5.4 (3.2)                5.4 (4.3)

  Unknown                             1,054 (20.2)             239 (12.0)

  Tumor differentiation                                        

  Poorly or undifferentiated          3,617 (69.5)             1,395 (70.2)

  Well or moderately differentiated   1,406 (27.0)             521 (26.2)

  Unknown                             183 (3.5)                70 (3.5)

  T stage                                                      

  T1                                  253 (4.9)                115 (5.8)

  T2                                  824 (15.8)               306 (15.4)

  T3                                  1,980 (38.0)             865 (43.6)

  T4a                                 1,613 (31.0%)            542 (27.3)

  T4b                                 536 (10.3)               158 (8.0)

  Mean number of MLNs                 4.9 (6.5)                4.7 (6.5)

  N stage                                                      

  N0                                  1,418 (27.2)             558 (28.1)

  N1                                  1,221 (23.5)             491 (24.7)

  N2                                  1,197 (23.0)             435 (21.9)

  N3a                                 1,009 (19.4)             377 (19.0)

  N3b                                 361 (6.9)                125 (6.3)

  Mean number of NLNs                 10.7 (10.3)              12.7 (11.2)

  LNR                                 0.33 (0.33)              0.29 (0.31)

  AJCC stage                                                   

  IB                                  632 (12.1)               236 (11.9)

  IIA                                 786 (15.1)               357 (18.0)

  IIB                                 898 (17.2)               352 (17.7)

  IIIA                                875 (16.8)               319 (16.1)

  IIIB                                1,098 (21.1)             455 (22.9)

  IIIC                                917 (17.6)               267 (13.4)

  Receipt of ART                                               

  Yes                                 2,449 (47.0)             933 (47.0)

  No                                  2,757 (53.0)             1,053 (53.0)
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEER, Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results database; SD, standard deviation; MLN, metastatic lymph node; NLN, negative lymph node; LNR, lymph node ratio; AJCC, American Joint Committee on Cancer; ART, adjuvant radiotherapy.

###### 

Selected prognosticators according to the multivariate Cox regression analysis weighted by inverse propensity score

  Variable                                       Multivariate Cox model               
  ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------- --------
  Age^a^                                         4.81^a^                  4.35-5.81   \<0.01
  Tumor location                                                                      
  Lower one-third                                1                                    
  Middle one-third                               1.05                     0.91-1.20   0.52
  Upper one-third                                1.36                     1.07-1.72   0.01
  Cardia                                         1.35                     1.23-1.49   \<0.01
  Tumor differentiation                                                               
  Poorly or undifferentiated                     1                                    
  Well or moderately differentiated              0.91                     0.84-1.00   0.04
  Race                                                                                
  White                                          1                                    
  Black                                          1.16                     1.02-1.32   0.02
  Other                                          0.91                     0.81-1.01   0.09
  T stage                                                                             
  T1                                             1                                    
  T2                                             1.34                     1.07-1.67   0.01
  T3                                             1.75                     1.43-2.15   \<0.01
  T4a                                            2.27                     1.85-2.79   \<0.01
  T4b                                            3.10                     2.46-3.90   \<0.01
  LNR^b^                                         \-                       \-          \<0.01
  Receipt of ART^b^                              \-                       \-          0.36
  Interaction term (LNR and receipt of ART)^b^   \-                       \-          \<0.01
  Receipt of ART by LNR^b^                                                            
  LNR=0                                                                               
  No                                             1                                    
  Yes                                            1.13                     0.88-1.45   0.34
  0\<LNR≤0.2                                                                          
  No                                             1                                    
  Yes                                            0.93                     0.78-1.11   0.45
  0.2\<LNR≤0.5                                                                        
  No                                             1                                    
  Yes                                            0.70                     0.60-0.82   \<0.01
  LNR\>0.5                                                                            
  No                                             1                                    
  Yes                                            0.78                     0.69-0.89   \<0.01
  LNR by receipt of ART^b^                                                            
  Receiving ART                                                                       
  LNR^a^                                         7.39^a^                  6.96-8.33   \<0.01
  Not receiving ART                                                                   
  LNR                                            3.32                     2.83-3.60   \<0.01

HR, hazard ratio; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; LNR, lymph node ratio; ART, adjuvant radiotherapy.

^a.^ These variables had non-linear effects on the log hazards of survival and were transformed to appropriate forms, namely (age/100)^3^ and (for patients with ART).

^b.^ HRs for LNR and receipt of ART are not shown because a significant interaction was found between the two variables, which indicates that the HRs for the receipt of ART differ according to LNR, whereas the HRs for LNR vary by receipt of ART. Accordingly, the HRs for the receipt of ART at different LNR levels and the HRs for LNR by receipt of ART are presented.
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